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One bright morning in a restaurant in Chicago
as I waited for my eggs and toast,
I opened the Tribune only to discover
that I was the same age as Cheerios.

Indeed, I was a few months older than Cheerios
for today, the newspaper announced,
was the seventieth birthday of Cheerios
whereas mine had occurred earlier in the year.

Two stanzas from the poem 
Cheerios by Billy Collins

As I have mined the archives in preparation
for our 50th Anniversary celebration, so
many interesting, invigorating facts and
stories about the DIAA’s rich, glorious
history have come to light. 

While Cheerios’ history goes back 32 years
further than the DIAA's, I would argue that a
bowlful of art is so much healthier for us than
a bowlful of puffed oats. This new and
renewed understanding of just how much
good work our founders undertook in their
efforts to promote the arts in the region
makes me even prouder that today we carry
on the good work they began.

It is so rewarding to be in the gallery and hear
the comments of our visitors, not just about
the 50th Anniversary exhibit, but every
exhibit, to visit with them about the area and
the DIAA gallery and organization. When I
was assisting in the gallery recently, the
splendid and excellent remarks expressed by
gallery visitors was so reassuring that we are
indeed doing good work, that we are
important, and that we are making a
difference in our community.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

I  recommend you celebrate the DIAA by
coming to the receptions and bring your
friends and neighbors. If you are in the exhibit,
talk with others about your work and theirs.
Also share with us your other talents. Offer to
help with exhibit installation, gallery
maintenance, receptions or PR. Offer to be a
gallery attendant even if you are not in an
exhibit.

In addition we need to know your thoughts
and concerns.  Offer up ideas and thoughts on
making the DIAA even stronger. Broader
community outreach and support can only
further our creative mission.  And please read
the material we send you, it is important.

As I have said in the past, any report from me 
 would be quite incomplete without an
expression of thanks and respect for the hard
work of our Board. These individuals give
countless hours of time and energy
throughout the year to keep the DIAA running
smoothly. Our Exhibition Chair, Cindy,
deserves special mention as she manages the
swirl of gallery activity with grace. 

We are very grateful to the gallery prep/
hanging crews, and those who help with PR
efforts–mailchimp, facebook, press releases, 
 etc.–week after week during our busy and
intense exhibition season. Their work keeps us
visible to our supporters and community.

Thank you for all you offer the DIAA with your
wonderful art, generous financial support and
uplifting spirits. The Deer Isle Artists
Association has been, for 50 years, a shining
light on the peninsula and beyond. With your
support, cheers to the next 50!

David McBeth
DIAA President
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MEMBERSHIP 

In 2023 DIAA welcomed 16 new (or returning after an absence)  members, bringing
membership to 105, including three students. 
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EXHIBITIONS – 2023

EXHIBITIONS – 2022
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As a cooperative, we are each responsible for the
reputation, success, and management of the gallery, and to
represent fellow artists in the best way possible. 

Visitors, collectors, potential new members, and aspiring
artists learn about DIAA through the gallery – and those
interactions form lasting impressions. 

That's why it is important to greet people when they walk in,
chat a little about the exhibition and the association and
engage with everyone. Be sure to acknowledge people, look
up from a book, and end phone conversations on non-gallery
business. Each of us represents the whole membership when
we run the gallery.

It's also critical to obtain complete information from each
buyer so we can reach them by telephone or email if we need
to follow up on a sale. And, importantly, the sales form must
identify the artist and item in every sale so that artist can
be paid! It can be nerve-wracking when there are a lot of
people, or a customer is in a rush, but gallery attendants must
make sure that all the information is obtained.  The sales slip
will be revised slightly during 2023 to help with this process. 

Thank you all for helping make DIAA successful, and for
helping your fellow artists.  

THE GALLERY 

Exhibition sales at mid-
summer 2023 have been
good. The results so far:

 
Simple Pleasures – $1,651

Hand/Eye – $910
Portraits – $3,151
Keynote – $6,655

12x12 — $26,640**
Book/Card Sales — $1,031

Art Rack Sales — $366

 
*Artists get 65% of sales except the

12x12 when the split is 50-50. 
 

** Preliminary total

EXHIBITIONS – 2023



In 2022 and 2023  we advertised our
exhibitions with the following organizations:
Opera House Arts, Blue Hill Chamber of
Commerce, Blue Hill Bach, Maine Gallery +
Studio Guide, Deer Isle–Stonington Chamber
of Commerce, Arts Guide, and two editions of
the Penobscot Bay Press. 

Our full page advertisement in the Blue Hill
Bach festival program was once again
generously underwritten by an anonymous
member; we are grateful for this continued
support.   

We submit  regular press releases to The
Ellsworth American, The Bangor Daily News,
the Penobscot Bay Press,  and the Cafe des
Artistes blog. 

With the artist  PR fees, we purchase  weekly
advertisements for each exhibition. The
images you submit  for each show are used in
press releases and composites sent to our
mailing list We are considering ways to
streamline this submission process.
 
In addition to advertisements through media
outlets, we also regularly post exhibition
updates to our instagram and facebook pages
and our website, and send email notices every
week.

Some of our members maintain robust social
media accounts and mailing lists and promote
shows.  You can help too. 

You can "share" the postings we make to the 
 DIAA Facebook and Instagram pages to your
own page. If we all  did so, we could increase
our audience significantly. 

Please help us get the word out about your
work, the gallery, and fellow artists. 

PUBLICITY

The multi-page Arts Guide ad is supported by
participating artists. Enough of you signed up to
contract for two double page ads again in 2022 and
2023. The images here are in the 2023 Arts Guide.

If you want to join in, we send a mailchimp message
in the Fall inviting those interested to participate.
Last year a small ad was $74; a double size was $148
and it could be either vertical or horizontal. 
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THE 12x12(x12) 

In 2022 and continuing in 2023, , the 12x12(x12) ran for one week (6 days), not two. We changed it
for two reasons:
        (1) to make this labor-intensive event more manageable; and
        (2) to distinguish it from our regular season exhibitions.

We are  reinforcing the message that the 12x12 is a special event, with a special format and a special
price. The description below, which will be updated and sent in the membership package each year
and available on the website in the Member Resources section,  explains the difference between the
12x12 and our regular exhibitions. 

We all need to underscore that the $144 price does not represent the true value of artists’ work and
talent and that we hold the 12x12 because it fulfills a number of goals.

  2023 12x12
Preliminary Report

 
Gross Sales — $26,640

Artists Participating — 49 (52%)
Works Submitted —294 
Works Sold — 184 (63%)

% 2D / 3 D — 89.5% / 10.5%
% Sold Online — 17.4%

Avg # Works Entered/Artist —6 
% Sold to DIAA Artists — 13.6% 

 
Gross Sales Year by Year

2014 — $12,960
2015 — $22,032
2016 — $20,160
2017 — $18,720
2018 — $19,152
2019 — $19,152

2020 — $21,456*
2021 — $29,088
2022 — $27,216
 2023 — $26,640 

 
*Note: In 2020 : 

The gallery was  closed to visitors; 
work was displayed in the window;

 sales were made at front door;
and we launched online sales. 
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 If your magnifying glass is not available, download the following from the website Member Resources section. 

MEMBER INFORMATION +POLICIES/PROCEDURES 



FAQs: Exhibitions 

Q: Who makes decisions about where things are placed 
in an exhibition? 
A: An installation committee hangs and arranges the 
work. They know that strong images visible from outside 
the gallery bring people in. 

Q: I don’t like where and/or how my work was hung in a 
show, what can I do about it? 
A: Become part of the process of hanging shows. This will 
help you understand how and why decisions are made 
and the rationale behind the placement of work;  you can 
offer your input.

Q: I sold a painting and want to bring in a replacement 
but it doesn’t fit well in the space where the original was 
hung. What should I do?
A:  Let Cindy know and follow her advice. If you are 
unable to reach her, send her a message and leave the 
work (with a clear note attached) at the desk for Cindy or 
her designee to install. Don't move other people's work 
around. Then make a label for the piece if you know how. 
If not, ask Cindy to have someone show you how to do it 
for the future.

Q: Why didn’t I get into the exhibitions I requested?  
A: Most likely it had to do with timing. If you submit your 
choices by the deadline in the Membership Package, you 
are more likely to get two of your three choices. 

Remember that many artists seek shows in the heart of 
the summer so giving everyone their first choices may 
not always be possible. 

There is also a waitlist for each show; let the Exhibition 
Committee know  you are available if spaces become 
available. Get your work ready. 

No matter when you submit your requests, however, you 
can always be added to an All Member show.

Note: Members can find answers to many questions in the Member Information brochure located on the website 
Member Resources section. It will answer your questions such as: What kind of work does DIAA show? How do I sign
up for exhibitions? Are reproductions allowed? How should Art Rack work be presented? What are the hanging and 
labeling requirements? 
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Q: I signed up for a show but realize I can’t get ready in
time. What should I do?  
A:  As soon as you know,  notify Cindy.  This will  give
waitlisted artists time to get ready. 

Q: Why don't I get a call when a piece of my artwork is sold
so I can bring in a replacement? 
A:  Though the work has sold, it may still be a part of the
exhibit. Possibly too, the gallery attendant didn’t remember
to call.

Q: I was told a piece sold and I can bring in a replacement.
What is the procedure?
A: Enter your new work on your inventory in the book at
the desk with the current show information. This is very
important.

Then, if you know how, make a label,  and hang the work on
the wall in place of the sold item — with the label. If you
don't know how to make a label, the gallery sitter may
know how, or leave the work behind the desk with a note
that you need help making a label. 

ALWAYS add the work to your inventory and make sure
your name and the title and medium are on the back of the
piece. 

Q: I want to bring in four to five pieces even though the
show asks for  three.
A: If you are asked to bring three,  bring three. Hold those
others in reserve in case one of your pieces sells. 

If your work is particularly large or small, you might talk to
Cindy in advance; some adjustment in numbers may be
possible. 

Q: Why hasn't my work sold?  
A:  There are many possible of reasons — price, size,
presentation, or subject matter. The interests and tastes of
our patrons vary widely. Of course there is always the
weather that may keep your potential patron at the beach
or shivering in front of a fireplace  instead of shopping! 

Here are some other recent questions about exhibitions:



FAQs — Gallery Sitting / Participation 

Q: I am nervous and get flustered when a customer
watches me fill out the sales form and using the iPad.  
A: Make time to come to the gallery before you sit.
Watch the sales process. Read the form slowly and fill
out each box carefully. Follow the written instructions
on how to make a credit card sale. 

In the future we hope to develop some additional tools
to help artists go through the process. If you have ideas
about how to help gallery sitters, let us know. 

Q:  How do I make a credit card sale if the internet is
down or I can’t get square to work properly? 
A: Write all of the information down on the sales ticket
and we can manually enter the sale later. Be sure to get
the complete credit card number, the security code, the
customer's name, address (including zip code), email and
telephone number. 

Q: If I don’t feel able to manage the sales process, what
do I do? 
A:  Gallery sitting is the responsibility of each exhibiting
member. However, there are times when an artist is
unable to manage the sales process — please let the
Exhibition Chair know if you have that issue. 

The number of sitting sessions is based on the number of
people in the show; if someone can't do it, others have to
increase their time. With advance notice, some
arrangement can be made to find a replacement and
assign another task to you. 

Q: How do I volunteer to help with exhibitions, publicity, membership, or projects? 
 A: Let the chair of those committees or anyone on the board know of your interest. We are always looking for people who
have some experience in these areas and who can  make a commitment to help with these ongoing activities. If you have a
particular skill set, let them know. And be sure you can follow though on the commitment. 

Q: I'm interested in being on the Board. What should I do? 
A: Yes! The Membership Package next year will invite people interested in these positions to let us know. We also want to
encourage you to volunteer to help out on the committees discussed in the previous question. 

We will be updating position descriptions but because they are somewhat generic, feel free to ask questions about the
work. While we are trying to streamline some of these activities, we need more people willing to put in the time to make the
Association work. 

If you have an interest in any of these jobs, don't wait to be asked. We need to know who is interested and able to make the
commitment to join the team! We always need fresh ideas and more people to share the work of maintaining the
Association and the gallery. 
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Here are some recent questions about gallery sitting :

Participation on committees, projects or the board:

Q: I can’t gallery sit during the show I am in. What should 
I do? 
A: Sign up to sit during another show for the same 
number of sessions. And let the Exhibition Chair know so 
we can cover all the sessions.

Q: Can I sign up with a friend to Gallery sit at the same 
time? 
A: As long it is a member, sure. Even better if it is 
someone knowledgeable who can help you with sales. 
However, two people cannot receive credit for the 
session as that leaves other slots uncovered. If a friend 
helps you out it does not relieve him or her from fulfilling 
responsibility for his or her time requirement. 

Q: Can I split a Gallery sitting time slot with someone ? 
A: Yes as long as you make the arrangements. For some 
people shorter sessions work better. As long as the total 
time is covered, and the gallery has someone there for all 
sessions, you can make splitting arrangements with 
another artist. 

Be sure that the times, names, and phone numbers for 
both artists are on the sign-up sheet. 

Q: I can't sit because I have company/family. 
A: Let them enjoy a couple of hours walking through the 
village or relaxing along the shore.  Absence makes the 
heart grow fonder. 

 



DIAA FINANCES

DIAA's finances are in good shape despite reduced artwork sales during worst of the 
 pandemic years.  Since 2014 we have met our goal to increase savings bit by bit, and
without raising dues, to ensure we  have the capacity to meet the unexpected.

These savings, primarily from the 12x12(x12)'s held annually since then, gives the Board
confidence we can weather a  season when our primary source of income — exhibition
sales — might be significantly lower, and in the worst case, nonexistent. The good news is
that in 2021, 2022, and so far in 2023, artwork sales have recovered and income exceeds
expenses. 

And in other news, in 2022 Maine DDOT required new highway signs and ours are now
installed. We reinvested a CD that matured and negotiated a higher rate for two others.
Our CPA reviewed our financial records and found them in good order. We are lucky to
have a terrific bookkeeper, Caty Frasier, who keeps up with us even at the busiest of
times.

The 2022 Profit and Loss statement covering January 1 to December 31, 2022, and
Balance  Sheet as of December 30, 2022, are on the following pages. 
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PROFIT + LOSS /  BALANCE SHEET
as of December 31, 2022
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